International Student Seminar on Digital Law
Tongji University (SICIP)¹ - Faculty of Law of the University of Geneva
@ University of Geneva - December 6, 2019

Program

Morning session

Location: Campus Biotech, Chemin des Mines 9, 1202 Genève - Room H8-01-D

8:15 – 8:30 am  Welcome & Introduction
8:30 – 8:50 am  Presentation by Ms. Ming Wang (University of Tongji)
                 *Are the rules of online games copyrightable?*
8:50 – 9:10 am  Presentation by M. Matthieu Vallotton (University of Geneva)
                 *Virtual reality and augmented reality: What challenges for Swiss Copyright Law?*
9:10 – 9:30 am  Presentation by Ms. Xiaoyue Han (University of Tongji)
                 *Whether Classification is an effective approach to protect personal information?*
9:30 – 9:50 am  Presentation by Ms. Elisabeth Bertin (University of Geneva)
                 *Advertising targeting on social networks under the new Swiss Data Protection Law*
9:50 – 10:40 am  Coffee break
10:40 – 11:00 am  Presentation by M. Jinghao Cai (University of Tongji)
                 *Free or in chains? Copyright issue relating to game editors*
11:00 – 11:20 am  Presentation by Ms. Joyce Thomson (University of Geneva)
                 *Cultural works, free licenses and co-creation*
11:20 – 11:40 am  Presentation by Ms. JinYuan Li (University of Tongji)
                 *Research on the Application and Regulation of Copyright Technology Measures in the Digital Age*

¹ https://sicip.tongji.edu.cn/sicipen/main.htm
11:40 – 12:00 pm  Presentation by M. Dimitri Soldati (University of Geneva)

The contract for the sale and supply of digital content under Swiss and European Law

12:00 – 12:30 pm  Discussion

12:30– 2:00 pm  For Faculty: Lunch organized for Tongji visiting faculty and University of Geneva law school faculty & discussion about cooperation activities

For students: Lunch break (self-service cafeteria available for the students at Campus Biotech)

Afternoon session

Location: Campus Biotech, Chemin des Mines 9, 1202 Genève - room H8-01-D

2:00 – 2:30 pm  Presentation by Mr. Yicheng He (University of Tongji)

AI, Work and Copyright: A Conflict Between Market Interests Oriented and Humanism Oriented Legislative Principles

2:30 – 3:00 pm  Presentation by Ms. Ana Andrijevic (University of Geneva)

The impact of AI on Copyright Law

3:00 – 3:20 pm  Coffee break

3:20 – 3:50 pm  Presentation by Mr. Zhizai Dai (University of Tongji)

The Data Security Law in China from the perspective of national security: security and development

3:50 – 4:20 pm  Presentation by Ms. Hélène Bruderer (University of Geneva)

The Re-use of Health Data for Scientific Research – Towards a Good Governance Framework

4:20 – 4:45 pm  Discussion and closing

***

Scientific format of the event: 20 minutes will be devoted for each student presentation with max. 15 minutes for the presentation itself and 5 minutes for comments, inputs and questions. Discussions will take place at the end of the morning / afternoon sessions.

For the University of Geneva Faculty of Law, comments / inputs will be given on the presentations by Dr. Yaniv Benhamou, Prof. Irene Calboli (academic fellow at the Faculty of Law) and/or Prof. Jacques de Werra.

Registration process: a badge will be provided to each participant upon registration at the reception. Please come with your ID or Passport.
Contact person: Ana Andrijevic, Teaching and Research Assistant, ana.andrijevic@unige.ch